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Beautiful Stamps, Lot’s of 
History, Accessible to Regular 

Collectors



Finland facts:

• Scandinavian?  Russian?  Baltic?

• Was a part of Sweden for centuries.  
Russia (and Soviet Union) have attempted 
to control Finland

• Many Finn’s emigrated to US.  Still a 
very large contingent of Finnish 
Lumberjacks in Upper Peninsula in 
Michigan.

• Stable, diverse economy.  Lumber, 
tourism and high tech are very successful

• Low crime, highly educated population



Beautiful Country -
Modern population



Early stamps

• Vary in availability and cost

• Rouletted perfs in iconic early issues are 
difficult to find complete and undamaged.  

• Big value gap due to perf damage

• Good news is a stamp with one or two 
short perfs may be 80 to 90% less 
expensive so completion is open to many



Beautiful and 
affordable 
definitives
From 1917 on, mint, including NH, are 
available and reasonable.



First 
Commemoratives

• First commemoratives were issued in 
1928.

• They all were well-engraved and told 
stories about Finland



Simple Designs

• In keeping with Scandinavian simplicity 
and style, stamps from Finland look nice.

• Very few overprints exist but even those 
are simple and easy to identify



1940’s

• The topics for commemoratives expands 
but the style and quality continues

• Examining these stamps reveals amazing 
and elegant engraving



‘60s and ‘70s

• The 60s and 70s saw the use of more 
color and the introduction of photogravure 
and lithographic printing.

• Topics stayed true to the core of Finnish 
life and history.

• Engraving was still  a common 
production tool.



1980’s

• The 80s continued the multiple printing 
process but more of an artistic style was 
used.  Pastel colors, reproductions of 
Finnish art and contemporary Finnish 
artist’s works were displayed frequently.

• Finland began to issue supplemental 
souvenir sheets with special issues



Souvenir Sheets
Maps, animals and historical 
events were popular SS topics.



1990’s

• Popular SS’s were supplemented with se-
tenant and booklet panes that told stories 
and made stamps interesting to all.

• Issue numbers were reasonable and 
again affordable for the average collector



SemiPostals

• Finland has issued close to 300 semi-
postal stamps overall.  They are very 
attractive and exist in sufficient numbers to 
allow building a complete collection



Military Stamps

• 9 military stamps have been issued for use by 
Finnish  soldiers.

• M 1-7 were issued for use by soldiers during 
WW2 mostly in defense of borders and the 
occasional run-ins with USSR incursions.

• M8 was printed and one stamp was issued to 
each soldier deployed to the border with the USSR 
in a display of military might to dissuade the USSR 
from invasion.  It was a short and successful 
excursion but there were no M8’s available for 
purchase by collectors or dealers and most of the 
soldiers used theirs… but few remain.  An 
overprinted M9 exists as well with similar rarity.



Karelia

• A disputed area on the Eastern border of 
Finland with Russia has traded hands several 
times

• During WW2, the USSR demanded Karelia be 
turned over from Finland to USSR and some 
fighting broke out.

• About 400,000  Karelian’s migrated into Eastern 
Finland and were protected by Finland.

• Some of the territory was ceded to the USSR.  
These  stamps were issued for use in the disputed 
area.



Aland Islands

• 6,000+ Islands in the straits between 
Finland and Sweden make up the Aland 
Islands.

• Control of the Aland Islands was awarded 
to Finland by the League of Nations after 
WW1.

• The Aland Islands are a semi-
autonomous province and issues stamps.



A Finnish Future

• Finland has resisted putting cartoons and rock 
stars on it’s stamps – mostly – but not completely.

• I have stopped my collection at 2005 but may 
pursue finer Finnish stamps in following years 
without a goal of completeness.

• Finland does continue to produce interesting 
and beautiful stamps and a very-near complete 
collection is a realistic goal.

• I’ll be happy to bring my collection in for you to 
examine when we get off quarantine and it is 
safe!

• STAY HEALTHY – Mike Monahan


